
Custom Forms and Tasks 



Within your company profile, an admin can setup Custom 
Forms;

1. Add custom Form
2. Name the Form
3. Add the contents of the form, or what you want the 

driver to review
4. Save it 

Admin View – Custom Forms



An Admin can create 2 types of custom tasks..

Admin View - Custom Task 

Your custom task will include a custom form;
1. Name the task the same thing
2. Include Instructions to Driver
3. Choose custom form with same naming 

convention

Your custom task will include an uploaded form; 
1. Name the Task 
2. Include Instructions to Driver
3. Choose an attachment from your 

computer 

or
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Admin View-
Pushing Custom Tasks to Drivers 

To send a custom task;
1. Go to your drivers list 
2. Select the Drivers you want to send to 
3. Click Actions, Click ‘Select a Custom Task’, Then Select your Task 
4. By hitting send, all drivers you have marked will receive this custom task 

notification through email and text message with a direct link to DQM 



Driver View at Sign In

When a driver logs into DQM connect, the first thing they see is their documents that 
require attention



Driver View-
Inside a Task

A driver will review the instructions, complete the task, sign and date the task, then 
push it back to the admin by clicking ‘complete’.

-If it is an attached document, it can be downloaded by the driver and 
reuploaded when completed. 



Admin View – Tasks Tab

An admin will be notified via their dashboard that there 
is a document that needs review.

-’Ready’ means the task is ready for the driver to 
complete

-’In review’ means they have completed the task 
and the admin must now review it to remain in 
compliance.



An admin will review the task and select Complete or Push Back 
-’Push Back’ will put the task back on the driver dashboard for revisiting 
-’Complete’ will generate the form and file the document away in the Drivers Profile

Admin View-
In Review



The completed form is generated into a document with your 
company logo, and basic information, then it is stored in the drivers 
file
-It is also available for download or print if ever needed

Admin View – In Driver Profile


